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On Translating Lorca  

Saeta, pronounced sa-eta, is a dart, or an arrow, or a piercing song from the Andalusian 

region of Spain. In most conventional writing, the reader can deduce which meaning the author 

intended from context, but in poetry a word like Saeta is allowed to mean many things at once. It 

exists simultaneously as a dart and a song. Both the sound and shape of Saeta pierce the 

heart. I have appreciated words for as long as I can remember. My mother tells me that when I 

was little, two or three, I would lie in bed sounding out words I found intriguing. I would explore 

how the syllables connected. But as I grew up, I ignored the more mysterious, less definable 

aspects of language. It was through the Poetry of Federico Garcia Lorca1 that I rediscovered the 

joy of phonetics. While wandering through Powell's bookstore in Portland, I picked up a copy of 

“The Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca''2. The book had original Spanish and 

translations by a wide variety of poets. Even though I don’t read Spanish, I was attracted to the 

original poetry. The words, alone, were vibrant. I couldn’t tell you why, but I was particularly 

enthralled with the word saeta. I found myself repeating it over and over again, just like I had 

when I was toddler: saeta, sa-ee-ta, sa-eta... I was infatuated by the sound. It was sharp and 

sullen and sultry and sly. How does one translate a sound like that, a word like that. In this 

essay, I will examine various lines and stanzas from Lorca's poetry and explore how translators 

1 Federico Garcia Lorca was a Spanish poet who lived in Granada in the early 20th century. He was 
murdered by Francisco Franco's fascist government for being openly homosexual and a socialist. His 
poetry is known for its lyricism and use of folk tradition. It has attracted more English translators than any 
other twentieth century poet. (Allen) Considering the fact his work is translated from Spanish, an 
Indo-European that is not vastly different from English, these translations vary to a remarkable degree.  
2 “The Selected Poems of Federico Garcia Lorca'', edited by Donald M Allen and published by New 
Directions Press, is a collection of poetry taken from various works of Lorca’s.  
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have attempted the delicate task of re-creating Lorca’s work in English, while also maintaining 

the undefinable enigmas that make it so intoxicating. Lorca’s poetry, especially his early work, is 

deeply connected to Cante Jundo, or Deep Song, a type of Andalusian flamenco. The rich 

musicality of his poetry makes it especially difficult to translate. I will illustrate how translators 

should attempt to preserve the raw passion that characterizes much of Lorca’s work and the 

flamenco tradition that influenced it, by prioritizing connotative3 rather than denotative4 meaning.  

Spanish contains some words, like saeta, that simply do not have an English equivalent. 

Sometimes it is better to leave these words untranslated, while other times it is necessary to 

choose a substitute. When translating Lorca, the choice should depend primarily on whether the 

word is meant to conjure an image or a feeling. If it's an image, it’s important to translate, if it’s a 

feeling sometimes it’s better to let the original Spanish speak for itself. Consider two examples 

that both contain the word saeta and their corresponding English translations. The first 

translation is by Jaime de Angulo. The second is by my favorite of Lorca’s translators, W.S 

Merwin. The first example is from the poem “Noche” or “Night”5: “La constellation/ de la saeta”, 

“the constellation/ of the dart”. The second example is from the poem “Balcon” or “Balcony”6: “La 

Lola/ canta saetas”, “Lola/ sings saetas”. In the first example, Lorca describes an image, a 

constellation. The line relies on the reader’s ability to visualize it, therefore de Angula translates 

saeta  into something physical.  While in the second example:  “La Lola/ canta saetas”, “Lola/ 

sings saetas”, Merwin leaves saetas untouched. This is because the reader is meant to feel, 

rather than visualize saetas. In “Balcon” the character Lola is a young woman who enchants 

half-formed men with her song, “the little bullfighters/ circle around her/ and the little barber,/ 

from his doorway,/ follows the rhythm with his head.” Everything else is meant to feel 

3 “The connotative meaning of a word includes the feelings and ideas that people may connect with that 
word.” - Cambridge English Dictionary  
4  The denotative meaning of a word is its main meaning, not including the feelings and ideas that people 
may connect with that word” - Cambridge English Dictionary  
5 From the collection “Poema del Cante Jondo.” (1921)  See Figure 1 for the full poem in Spanish and 
English.  
6 From the collection “Poema del Cante Jondo.” (1921)  See figure 2 for the full poem in Spanish and 
English.  
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inconsequential when compared with the enthralling passion of Lola’s song. Music expresses 

emotions that words are not able to explain. Because of this, the sound of a very passionate, 

musical word like saetas carries just as much, if not more, emotion than the meaning itself. 

Choosing a translation of saetas would only confine Lola’s song to something corporeal.  

Lorca’s poetry often appeals to the visceral rather than analytical parts of readers’ 

brains. Because of this, a translator has to be willing to accept the seemingly non-sequitur and 

nonsensical. Though on an intellectual level I haven't managed to decode the “meaning” of 

many of Lorca’s poems, they are still so vibrant. With the intimacy of his imagery, he manages 

to invoke duende, a notoriously difficult-to-translate Spanish concept meaning something akin to 

passionate inspiration. A New York Times article explains: “Lorca was a great explicator of 

duende, the idea that an artwork should brim with authenticity, with death-awareness, with skin 

prickling and foot-stamping awe and soul.” Though this is an excellent description of duende, I 

disagree with characterization of Lorca’s relationship with duende. In his poetry at least, he does 

not explain so much as invoke. I use the word invoke because duende is often translated as a 

literal spirit that possesses an artist. It is this, for lack of a better word, spiritual possession that 

makes Lorca’s work so difficult to translate. His poetry deals with passion, but it doesn’t try to 

make sense of it. It is easy for a translator to attempt to make sense of it for him, but when a 

translator goes too far that “skin prickling and foot-stamping awe and soul” is diluted. Here are 

two translations of the same stanza from the poem “Reyerta”7 that illustrate this phenomenon. 

This is the original spanish: “En la mitad del barranco/ las navajas de Albacete/ bellas de sangre 

contraria,/ relucen como los peces.” This first translation is by Christopher Maurer: “Halfway 

down the gorge / knives of Albacete, / beautiful with enemy blood, / shine like fish.” The second 

translation is by Sarah Arvio: “Halfway down the gully / the blades from Albacete / glisten like 

fishes / flush with fighting blood.” The line “beautiful with enemy blood” is a much more exact 

translation than “Flush with fighting blood”. Though the line is counter intuitive, we don’t often 

7From the collection “Romancero Gitano” (1924-1927). See figure 3 for the full poem in Spanish.  
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associate bloody knives with beauty, it is also arguably the most powerful line in the whole 

stanza and so much of its poignancy is lost in the second translation’s distortion. The attempted 

reconciliation of “beautiful with enemy blood” dilutes its power, because the phrase actually gets 

its power from its oxymoronic nature. Part of the reason Lorca managed to invoke so much 

duende in his poems is the fact that every noun feels individual and intimate, but also tied to 

something greater. In other words, every noun has a place. In the second translation “knives of 

Albacete” is also overtranslated. The line is written as “the blades from Albacete”. Though 

adding the preposition “from” arguably makes the meaning clearer, it imposes an unnecessary 

distance that disrupts the deep, inextricable connection these “knives” have with “Albacete”. By 

using urgent, yet unexplained imagery, Lorca allows the reader to embrace her own instinctual 

response. A translator doesn’t access his duende by changing an image so it makes more 

sense to English readers. One finds it by allowing the poetry, with it’s passionate, lyrical 

intensity to bypass the brain.   

Lorca poetry is deeply rooted in a sense of place. This gives it simultaneously a deep 

wisdom and an innocence that is very easy to destroy in translation. A translator has to be very 

careful not to over-explain what is meant to be intrinsically understood rather than explicitly 

made clear. “Much of [Lorca’s Poetry] came from his Andalusian childhood: the landscape, 

animals, children, sailors that he had known, the annual pleasures of the countryside, the 

regular excitements of the religious processions…” (Jack) He accesses duende through simple, 

tangible images. He uses imagery one would be readily exposed to wandering through 

Andalusia in the early 20th century and motifs you see throughout Andalusian folk tradition. Roy 

Campbell, a well known translator of Lorca’s poetry, describes Lorca’s early work as "curious 

nonsensical excursions into the super-real or the sub-real". A translator captures this surrealism 

by allowing the poem to be a subjective experience. The imagery encountered while reading 

Lorca’s poetry is candid and unassuming. His poems are full of things I might encounter while 

walking down the road, or trudging through life, yet their purity fills me with a bright and lasting 
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melancholy. This is exemplified in a poem called “El lagarto Esta Llorando...” or “The Lizard is 

Crying…”8 Conveying the peculiar feeling of this poem is a difficult and delicate task. Here is the 

first line of “El lagarto Esta Llorando...”: El lagarto está llorando./ La lagarta está llorando.” 

Consider two different translations of this first line. The first translation is by Stephen Spender 

and J. L. Gili: “the he-lizard is crying/ the she-lizard is crying”. The second translation is by Roy 

Campbell: “The lizard is crying/ the lizardess is crying” Though Campbell was an excellent 

translator, I think Spender and Gili have actually done a better job conveying the spirit of this 

poem. In this first line of Campbell’s translation some of the innocence is lost because the 

translator has attempted to inflect gender onto an English word, resulting in the unconventional 

“Lizardess” which comes across as contrived. The he-lizard, she- lizard construction may feel 

slightly awkward, but it is far more intuitive than the alternative, helping to preserve the heart 

wrenching guilelessness of the poem. Lorca’s poems are composed of childish impressions 

pieced together into sophisticated poetry that expertly reveals the emotions and conflict 

underneath those impressions. In “El lagarto Esta Llorando...” Lorca depicts the hopeless 

passion of marital strife through he-lizards and she-lizards, little white aprons, lead rings and 

unrestrained lyrical lament. “...ballads and songs [like “El lagarto Esta Llorando...”] are peculiarly 

local and native, with undertones that only an Andalusian would fully grasp.”(Jack) When 

translating a poem such as this, a translator may search for an Andalusian folk motif or a 

Spanish literary reference, a missing link they could attempt to make sense of for English 

readers. But that would be a mistake. A native Spanish speaker who grew up in Andalusia in the 

early 20th century would probably be able to access Lorca’s poems on a much deeper level 

than an American reading them in the 21th century, but at the heart of Lorca’s poetry is deunde, 

the inexplicable awe one feels looking up at the night sky or watching an old lizard slowly cross 

the road.  

8 From “Caniones” (1921-1924) See figure 4 for the full poem in Spanish.  
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Much of the profound poignancy in Lorca’s writing comes from his defiance. “Despite the 

threat of a growing fascist movement in his country, Lorca refused to hide his leftist political 

views, or his homosexuality, while continuing his ascent as a writer.” (Poetry Foundation) But to 

truly encapsulate this defiance, a translator has to understand the peculiar, and often 

contradictory, way in which Lorca defied the constraints of the political environment in which he 

was writing. By constructing his poetry from quintessentially timeless structures, such as folklore 

and childlike impressions of his surrounding landscape, Lorca refused to allow his writing to be 

limited by something as ephemeral as ideology.  “What [Lorca] said is said definitely, 

authentically, stamped and sealed in a tradition of speech that easily outlasts the dictatorial 

orator of the moment, even while the poet dies for it.” (Jack) Though Lorca often discusses 

political themes, he didn’t affiliate with any particular party (Jack). Lorca said that he was, “an 

anarchist, Communist, libertarian, Catholic, traditionalist and monarchist.” These titles are 

neither small nor shy. By proclaiming that he identifies with a plethora of ideological extremes 

often seen as being at odds with one another, he shows that it’s through contradiction that life 

stays whole. And to capture the entirety of his poetry in translation a similar attitude must be 

applied. 

To successfully translate Lorca’s poetry, the translator has to be willing to embrace the 

inherent contradictions and enigmas in his unexplained imagery and evocations. Poetry is 

delicate, mysterious, and often illogical. This is especially true for Lorca, many of whose poems, 

at their core, are about passion. To capture that mystery, the translator must be willing to 

embrace the inherent contradictions and enigmas in Lorca’s unexplained imagery and 

evocations. Translators must have the courage to abandon precision for the thrill of undefinable 

duende. 
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Figure 1:  
 
 
Night  
 
Candle, lamp, 
lantern and firefly. 
 
The constellation 
of the dart. 
 
Little windows of gold 
trembling, 
and cross upon cross 
rocking in the dawn. 
 
Candle, lamp, 
lantern and firefly. 
 
 
Noche  
 
Cirio, candil, 
farol y luciérnaga. 
 
La constelación 
de la saeta. 
 
Ventanitas de oro 
tiemblan, 
y en la aurora se mecen 
cruces superpuestas. 
 
Cirio, candil, 
farol y luciérnaga. 
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Figure 2: 
 
 
Balcony  
 
Lola  
sings saetas  
The little bullfighters  
circle around her  
and the little barber,  
from his doorway,  
follows the rhythm  
with his head.  
Between the sweet basil  
and the mint,  
Lola sings  
saetas.  
That same Lola  
that looked so long  
at herself in the pool.  
  
 
Bacon 
 
La Lola 
canta saetas. 
Los toreritos 
la rodean, 
y el barberillo 
desde su puerta, 
sigue los ritmos 
con la cabeza. 
Entre la albahaca 
y la hierbabuena, 
la Lola canta 
saetas. 
La Lola aquella, 
que se miraba 
tanto en la alberca.  
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Figure 3  
 
Reyerta  
 
En la mitad del barranco 
las navajas de Albacete 
bellas de sangre contraria, 
relucen como los peces. 
Una dura luz de naipe 
recorta en el agrio verde 
caballos enfurecidos 
y perfiles de jinetes. 
En la copa de un olivo 
lloran dos viejas mujeres. 
El toro de la reyerta 
se sube por las paredes. 
Ángeles negros traían 
pañuelos y agua de nieve. 
Ángeles con grandes alas 
de navajas de Albacete. 
Juan Antonio el de Montilla 
rueda muerto la pendiente, 
su cuerpo lleno de lirios 
y una granada en las sienes. 
Ahora monta cruz de fuego, 
carretera de la muerte. 
 
El juez, con guardia civil, 
por los olivares viene. 
Sangre resbalada gime 
muda canción de serpiente. 
Señores guardias civiles: aquí 
pasó lo de siempre. 
Han muerto cuatro romanos 
y cinco cartagineses. 
 
La tarde loca de higueras 
y de rumores calientes 
cae desmayada en los muslos 
heridos de los jinetes. 
Y ángeles negros volaban 
por el aire del poniente. 
Ángeles de largas trenzas 
y corazones de aceite. 
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Figure 4: 
 
El lagarto Esta Llorando... 

El lagarto está llorando. 
La lagarta está llorando. 
 
El lagarto y la lagarta 
con delantalitos blancos. 
 
Han perdido sin querer 
su anillo de desposados. 
 
¡Ay, su anillito de plomo, 
ay, su anillito plomado! 
 
Un cielo grande y sin gente 
monta en su globo a los pájaros. 
 
El sol, capitán redondo, 
lleva un chaleco de raso. 
 
¡Miradlos qué viejos son! 
¡Qué viejos son los lagartos! 
 
¡Ay, cómo lloran y lloran, 
¡ay! ¡ay! cómo están llorando! 
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